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	Metasploit Penetration Testing Cookbook, 9781849517423 (1849517428), Packt Publishing, 2012

	Penetration testing is one of the core aspects of network security in today's scenario. It involves a complete analysis of the system by implementing real-life security tests. It helps in identifying potential weaknesses in the system's major components which can occur either in its hardware or software. The reason which makes penetration testing an important aspect of security is that it helps in identifying threats and weaknesses from a hacker's perspective. Loopholes can be exploited in real time to figure out the impact of vulnerability and then a suitable remedy or patch can be explored in order to protect the system from any outside attack and reduce the risk factors.


	Metasploit® software helps security and IT professionals identify security issues, verify vulnerability mitigations, and manage expert-driven security assessments. Capabilities include smart exploitation, password auditing, web application scanning, and social engineering. Teams can collaborate in Metasploit and present their findings in consolidated reports. The goal of the software is to provide a clear understanding of the critical vulnerabilities in any environment and to manage those risks.


	Metasploit Penetration Testing Cookbook targets both professionals and beginners to the framework. The chapters of the book are logically arranged with an increasing level of complexity and cover Metasploit aspects ranging from pre-exploitation to the post-exploitation phase thoroughly. The recipe structure of the book provides a good mix of both theoretical understanding and practical implementation.


	This book will help readers in thinking from a hacker's perspective to dig out the flaws in target networks and also to leverage the powers of Metasploit to compromise them. It will take your penetration skills to the next level.


	The book starts with the basics such as gathering information about your target and gradually covers advanced topics like building your own framework scripts and modules. The book goes deep into operating systems-based penetration testing techniques and moves ahead with client-based exploitation methodologies. In the post- exploitation phase, it covers meterpreter, antivirus bypass, ruby wonders, exploit building, porting exploits to framework, and third party tools like armitage, and SET.


	Metasploit Penetration Testing Cookbook is the required guide to penetration testing and exploitation.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Set up a complete penetration testing environment using metasploit and virtual machines
	
		Learn to penetration-test popular operating systems such as Windows7, Windows 2008 Server, Ubuntu etc.
	
		Get familiar with penetration testing based on client side exploitation techniques with detailed analysis of vulnerabilities and codes
	
		Avail of exclusive coverage of antivirus bypassing techniques using metasploit
	
		Master post-exploitation techniques such as exploring the target, keystrokes capturing, sniffing, pivoting, setting persistent connections etc.
	
		Build and analyze meterpreter scripts in Ruby
	
		Build and export exploits to framework
	
		Use extension tools like Armitage, SET etc.



	Approach


	This is a Cookbook which follows a practical task-based style. There are plenty of code and commands used for illustration which make your learning curve easy and quick.


	Who this book is written for


	This book targets both professional penetration testers as well as new users of Metasploit who wish to gain expertise over the framework. The book requires basic knowledge of scanning, exploitation, and Ruby language
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Beginning iPhone Games DevelopmentApress, 2010

	iPhone games are hot! Just look at the numbers. Games make up over 25 percent of total apps and over 70 percent of the most popular apps. Surprised? Of course not! Most of us have filled our iPhone or iPod touch with games, and many of us hope to develop the next best-selling, most talked-about game.


	You’ve probably already...


		

Adaptive Control (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1994
Written by two of the pioneers in the field, this book contains a wealth of practical information unavailable anywhere else. The authors give a comprehensive presentation of the field of adaptive control, carefully bending theory and implementation to provide the reader with insight and understanding. Benefiting from the feedback of users who...


		

Exam Ref 70-483: Programming in C#Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		The Microsoft 70-483 exam focuses on a broad range of topics that you can use in your work
	
		as a C# developer. This book helps you understand both the basic and the more advanced
	
		areas of the C# language. It shows you how to use the C# language to create powerful software
	
		applications. This book also shows you how to...





	

Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in Java (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	This new Java edition describes data structures, methods of organizing large amounts of data, and algorithm analysis, the estimation of the running time of algorithms. As computers become faster and faster, the need for programs that can handle large amounts of input becomes more acute. Paradoxically, this requires more...


		

Deterministic and Random Evolution (Mathematics Research Developments)Nova Science Pub Inc, 2013

	The first notes for this text were written during the summers of 2008–2010 when I taught

	a short course on mathematical modeling at the University of New Mexico. The audience

	consisted mostly of undergraduate mathematics students, and an aim of the course was to

	interest them in math at the graduate level.
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Beginning C# 2005 Databases (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Welcome to Beginning C# 2005 Databases! In this book you learn everything you need to know about
developing C# applications that access databases. If you are wondering why this is such an important
topic, just consider how many applications use the functionality. At first glance, you might notice a few
specialized ones such as...
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